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She was hesitating to enter to my room, a young man was with

habit should undergo psychiatric evaluation; The establishment

circle around her eyes, three girls with angelic faces were attached

know if she abused physically or emotionally by his husband, she

her, while he was pushing the women in front of him, he whispered
with words that I could not distinguish. she was pale with dark
to the end of the woman, s dress with fear in their eyes.
She is bald.. she is bald the man said.

Tears filled her eyes, she bent her head, she looks embarrassing

and sad.

But she has the most beautiful eyes I ever seen; I said.

With half smile she expose her hair; The affected area has an

irregular angulated border, and the density of hair is greatly re-

duced; Several short, broken hairs of varying lengths are randomly

distributed in the involved site, the diagnosis goes with Trichotillo-

mania (TTM) [1]. The diagnosis was not surprising for me because
the Increasing in the prevalence of TTM has been documented in

adults with anxiety [1] like my patient, TTM is a behavioural dis-

order characterized by compulsive hair pulling, It presents as a

pattern of hair loss, often bizarre, with no clear biological or overt

traumatic explanation [2], there is increased tension immediately

of a relationship between the physician and the patient is an important step in the management of TTM [4] so I talked with her to

was listen to me with crying eyes; He violent with me even in front
of my kids but I can not leave him; I love him; Iove him so much, She

said. Here I decided to consult a psychiatric and Marital relation-

ship specialist, may be improve her relationship with his husband

but I believe Who did not read a sadness in your eyes, he dose not
deserve your heart.
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or the eyebrows and eyelashes may be attacked [1]. TTM is seen
more commonly in females than in males, and in children more
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Many of these cases resolve spontaneously [1]. Advise parents to
divert the child’s attention when hair is being pulled and to be ac-

patient with TTM psychologically unstable like in this case; the
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